ISC West Posts 88% YoY Growth in Attendance

ISC West wrapped up in Las Vegas recently, and the general feeling that the energy at the show had returned to pre-Covid levels was confirmed when event organizers released official growth figures for ISC West 2022.

The nearly 20,000 security industry and public safety officials in attendance was 88 percent higher than the number who attended last year’s event, which had been canceled in March of 2020 as uncertainty around Covid-19 was at its peak and was postponed from March to July in 2021. The return to its traditional calendar slot and significantly...
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ISC West Tech Tours

ISC News attended ISC West 2022 and, in addition to covering the educational content of the SIA Education@ISC sessions, Editor-in-Chief D.J. Murphy ventured onto the show floor each day to find the most exciting new technology available to security pros.

One of the biggest draws at the event was “Drone Dog,” a partnership between Asylon Robotics and Boston Dynamics. The lifelike, four-legged robot...

VOSKER Featured at ISC West

Sponsored By: VOSKER

Internationally recognized security giant VOSKER returned to ISC West again this year to showcase its innovative surveillance cameras that are capable of operating in the most remote areas. At ISC West in 2019 ISC, the company’s VOSKER V200 camera had won the Best New Product in the video surveillance-mobile solution category at the New Products & Solutions Awards. Since then, the company has achieved 582 percent growth, pushing boundaries...
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Upcoming ISC News Webinar
The impact of the global pandemic will linger well beyond 2022 and continues to affect how organizations need to protect their workforce, operations and values. Businesses must take immediate action to plan today for what comes next.

Join Traction Guest on Wednesday, April 27th to hear first-hand from experienced security experts from Twitter and Flexport. Learn how they manage their security operations through changing times, with topics including:

- What are their top priorities in the coming year?
- What are their biggest challenges, obstacles and opportunities?
- What solutions have they implemented to build a safe and secure workplace for their employees and visitors?

Register for this exclusive online event to learn the top priorities security professionals need to focus on in the coming year—and beyond.